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WHO?
By
cMenSuf

Beet
Picture, Courtesy Bermlngham Prosser Co.

Who made the golden sun-rays?
Who gives us day and night?
Who spreads abroad the heavens,
Who made the stars so bright?
Who gives us spring and tvinter,
The summer and the fall?
Who plants the grassy meadows,
Who makes the trees grow tall?
Who set the hills in order?
Who made the winding stream?

Who made the sunny hillsides?
Who robes the woodlands green':
Who dots the vale with flowers
Which bloom so bright and fair?
Who gives the rose its fragrance,
The lilies odors rare?
Who paints the leaves in autumn?
Who mades the grain to grow?
Who gives refreshing shoivers,
Who makes the glistening snow?
Who taught the birds their flying

Who made their cheery call?
Who gave to man his reason,
Who set him over all?
Where'er we look or listen
In day or starry night,
There is an unseen presence,
Have you not felt its might?
This is a weighty question
Wherever men may trod;
Some people say it's nature,
But I will call it "God."
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Christ in His Saints
Rev. J. Alston Campbell, F.R.G.S.
ERSTEEGEN, in commenting on the
T
Psalm 16, says: 'The Lord is beautiful in
Himself and beautiful in His saints." Yet

how often we fail to look for the beauty of
the Lord in our fellow-believers! Here is
Christian evidence indeed, the Spirit of
Christ in those around us. They may have
imperfections of character, but, when we try
to visualize what they might have been but
for the grace of God, we shall see that they
have the beauty of the Lord upon them, and
we shall thank God for it.
Some pagan Africans, observing the
changed lives of converts, decided that in
baptism, the "missionary made a hole in
the head of the convert and rubbed in a
powerful medicine which killed the old
heart, in place of which came a new heart
which did not lust after anything." It was
the beauty of the Lord their God upon them.
The Church at Salonika, founded by the
Apostle Paul, may have seemed a very
drab affair to the wealthy Jews of that
town, but in writing to it, the Apostle glories in the graces of its members. Of their
faith he remarks, "It groweth exceedingly."
His is the joy of the gardener, reaping the
result of earlier toil. We expect churches
to nourish if planted in favorable circumstances, with plenty of patrons, but here
was a community of believers meeting with
difficulty and persecution, and their faith
developed. God would have the faith of
churches and individuals so to grow exceedingly, that when encountering an adverse environment, it may overtop it with
the promises of God.
This was in the mind of a well-known
Quaker who wrote of "God getting atop of
the devil." How often does it need the difficult circumstances to develop faith! But
what a joy it gives to other believers if they
see us swimming above the adverse environment, the depressing unemployment, and
still praising God. Thus our faith groweth and the beauty of the Lord is upon us.
Love as a Mosaic
Paul also commends the Thessalonians for
a strengthened love. "Your charity toward each other aboundeth." When a new
member enters a church, it often takes some
time for him to get to know the other members. But it is many steps farther when he
comes to love them all. Newcomers will be
speeded mightily, if, as soon as they join the
church, other members love them warmly.
False ideas of superiority, habit, selfishness,
custom, may all tend to restrain us, but we
must throw these to the winds, and love-—
love one another as Christ has loved us; love
so that His love may be apparent as the
beauty of the Lord upon us.
Just as a mosaic, made up of small pieces
of marble, can, when the items are properly
arranged, give forth the likeness of a man,
so, the members of a church, cemented in
the harmony of mutual love, can, despite
their varied characteristics, show to the
world the image of Christ. Let each take
his or her place in the mosaic of lovei; let
each do his or her part in sympathy with
others. It may be easy to leave empty the
seat that I should occupy; but does not such
an act tend to destroy the unity?
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Another flower which Paul found in the
garden at Salonika, was patience, a patience
during persecution which enabled the converts to endure. And he comforted those
who were troubled because of persecution
by reminding them that, after all, we have
an alternative—we may suffer as saints in
doing the will of God, or suffer the Divine
vengeance as meted out to those who disobey Him. The Name of Christ was to be
glorified by such exhibited patience. And
how often does patience wear down opposition!

landlord obeyed and in a few minutes the
astonished domestics were on their knees,
and the landlord called upon to pray.
"Sir, I never prayed in my life. I don't
know how."
"Ask God to teach you," was the gentle
reply. The landlord, folding his hands, said,
"God teach us how to pray."
"That is prayer, my friend," cried Mr.
Hill joyfully, "go on."
"I am sure I don't know what to say now,
sir."
"Yes, you do; God has taught you how to
pray; now thank Him for it."
"Thank You, God Almighty, for letting us
pray to You."
"Amen! Amen!" exclaimed Rowland Hill,
and then offered prayer himself.
Two years afterwards, Mr. Hill found in
the same village a chapel and a school, as
a result of the first effort of family prayer
at the "Black Lion."—Gospel Gleaners.
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It was the patient sending of missionaries to the islands of the South Seas, from
1839 onwards, and replacing them with
others as one after another was martyred,
that finally wore down opposition and established Gospel work in benighted areas.
God's delays are not denials. John Calvin
said his impatience was a wild beast he had
never entirely conquered. God kept Joshua
and his hosts waiting for seven days before
Jericho, marching round it as they learned
to exercise this grace. We must learn patience. As with the Church, so also with
the individual. To be patient means—not
to give up, not to resign from the committee
when things go wrong; in other words, to
continue, to endure, to keep on.
We see the beauty of the Lord in the hills
and the valleys, the radiant colors of the
flowers. But this is beauty in. creation.
When we see it in our fellow-Christians we
see a greater sight, it is beauty in grace, in
a re-creation. And Wm. Arthur used to say
that "creating anew is greater than creating
originally." May the beauty of the Lord
our God be upon us, and may we look for
(and gratefully find) it in those around us!
—The Christian (London)

Rowland Hill and the
Inn-Keeper
OWLAND HILL, the famous preacher,
R
was once driven by a storm of rain into a village inn, and compelled to spend the

night there. When it grew late, the landlord sent a request by the waiter that the
guest would go to bed. Mr. Hill replied, "I
have been waiting a long time, expecting
to be called to family prayer."
"Family prayer! I don't know what you
mean, sir; we never have such a thing
here." "Indeed; then tell your master I cannot go to bed until we have had family
prayer."
The waiter informed his master, who, in
great consternation, bounced into the room
of the faithful minister and said, "Sir, I
wish you would go to bed. I must see all
the lights out; I am so afraid of fire."
"So am I," was the reply, "but I have
been expecting to be called to family
prayer."
"All very good, sir; but it cannot be done
at an inn."
"Indeed! then pray get me my horse. I
cannot go to sleep in a house where there is
no family prayer."
The host preferred to dismiss his prejudice rather than his guest, and said, "I
have no objection to having prayer; but I
don't know how."
"Well, then call in the family and servants, and let us see what can be done." The

God Loves to Give
Russell H. Conwell
1 OD, I say, loves to give. Loving to
7 give, He desires and commands that
€
we should appreciate His giving. To be

thankful for what your friends have done
for you is the very best way in which to begin to be thankful to God; for friends are
the gift of God. To be grateful to your father, and mother, and son, to be grateful to
your neighbor and friends, to be grateful to
those who in past years have sacrificed for
you, is to cultivate a spirit which, when it
takes possession of your character and permeates it thoroughly, makes you over into
the kingdom of God. When a man's heart
is changed in Christ Jesus, when he has left
the world and gone to God, it is only because his heart has become grateful, grateful for the gift of the Son, grateful for
God's mercy. That is a condition of a saved
heart. We can tell whether we are far from
God, or near to Him or not, by the way in
which our hearts respond when we ought to
be.grateful to Him for His goodness to us.
—The Watchman-Examiner.

Comfort
OMFORT does not come to the lighthearted and merry. We must go down
into "depths" if we would experience this
most precious of God's gifts—comfort, and
thus be prepared to be coworkers together with Him.
When night—needful
night—gathers
over the garden of our souls, when the
leaves close up, and the flowers no longer
hold any sunlight within,their folded petals, there shall never be wanting, even in
the thickest darkness, drops of heavenly
dew—dew which falls only when the sun
has gone.—Anonymous.
It is sin that hides God's face from us.
Grace, through the sacrifice that God
made, opens the way through the veil
between, and by faith we may look into
His face and receive His approval.
.—Christian Life Missionary.
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Meet the Author
IT T is surprising to note how many peo•"• pie have a very superficial view and
understanding of the Bible. It seems that
a great many other things have held a
more important place in their lives than
the daily reading and studying of this
marvelous book of God. Perhaps one of
the reasons why not more attention is paid
to the Bible and why is it not read a great
deal more is because people have not become acquainted with the author. We refer
to our heavenly Father.
When once a soul comes to know God in
the evangelical sense of being born into
the family of God, adopted and made an
heir of God and a joint heir with Jesus
Christ, there is a kinship of feeling, and
the Bible becomes an entirely different
book to us because we approach its pages
with a different feeling. As we read its
glorious promises, we recognize that we
are heirs of those promises, that to share
them is our privilege, and that to neglect
them is to deprive oneself of one of the
greatest blessings in life.
The story is told of a young lady who
thought a book very uninteresting until
she became acquainted with the author, but
from that moment on, the book held a new
interest for her. So with us and God. When
once you come to know Him as He really
is, you will each day see through the
Scriptures a new revelation and portrait of
the great "I AM", the all-sufficient and
eternal Savior.

Elder Andrew Joseph Snively
1853 -1940
"A good man and full of the Holy Ghost."
"T N this issue of the paper, our readers
•*• will find the obituary of Eld. Andrew
Joseph Snively, who fell asleep recently at
the age of over eighty-seven years. Bro.
Snively was not a well known minister because in the past number of years he did
not make many outside contacts; but to
those who did know him, he was ever a
source of inspiration and help.
While holding a meeting in Kansas i
number of years ago, the writer had the
opportunity to become quite well acquainted with this saint of God. He not only believed in holiness, but he enjoyed the experience of full salvation. For a long number of years, each Christmas time the editor
received a letter of encouragement from
this worthy brother. During the passing
years, we could detect the increased feebleness and loss of sight by his handwriting; and now that he has passed
on, the church and community, in which he
lived and served, has suffered the loss of
an unassuming and yet a most earnest
Christian man, the type of which is found
only about once in several generations. We
wish more of you might have known Bro.
Snively.

The Constraining Power of Love
TT T will soon be a year since the begin* ning of hostilities in Europe. Very few
people ever suspected that Germany would
make the advance that she has made, but
it must be remembered that history proves,
and the Word of God lends emphasis to the
truth, no nation can long survive a career
of conquest through violence. We still
maintain that there was a way for the European problems to be solved and cannot
help but believe that Germany would have
fared better, in the long run, had she not
gone to war. The great talk about Germany
being forced into war is pure fabrication,
regardless of the fact that she claims to
have been terribly wronged through the
Versailles Treaty. It is quite apparent
that England did not want war and that
Henderson and Chamberlain, who were
at the head of the government a year ago,
were doing everything within their power
to avert the thing that happened.
We are not entering into the rights or
wrongs of national defense against aggression, but we are constrained to believe
that the Savior showed us a much better
example and that while nations may not
always be able to work out, at the moment,
a solution which will completely relieve
an aggravated situation, we do know that

To Subscribers
It is seldom that we call attention to
renewals in these columns and only
do so when no other way seems open
to get the attention of our readers.
In checking our mailing list, prior to
sending out this issue, we were
alarmed when we noticed the large
number of subscribers who are at
present in arrears. Part of this, we
are sure, is due to neglect. There are
others who do no doubt have a hard
time making ends meet and keep putting off their renewal to the church
paper and excuse themselves by thinking that there are other things of
more importance. ? ? ?
There may be some things of more
importance, to be sure, but we would
like you to consider very carefully before you decide to do without the
Visitor. We make bold to say that
this paper should be in every Brethren
in Christ home. Won't you please
check the label on your paper immediately and if your subscription is due,
or past due, kindly forward your remittance to this office immediately.
Please remember that our publication
rules require us to stop the paper
when three months past due. Subscriptions are $1.50 per year, payable
in advance. Your co-operation at this
time will be appreciated. Thank you!
k****«**»*<
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there are a number of countries in which
statesmen live who have a much more comprehensive view of the world's need now,
than they did in the ages gone by; and
are much more ready to find a way of
peace.
Perhaps the first thing that nations need
to learn and to receive the assurance of,
is a desire on the part of others to want
to be helpful to them and to love them.
This can never be accomplished as long
as there is a rattle of musketry. Roger
Babson once said that civilization began
when men learned that they could trust
each other. If that be true, and we believe it is, civilization will wane just as
rapidly as men cease to have confidence
in each other.
Perhaps the world has yet to see the
great things that can be accomplished
through the constraining power of Christ'o
love, but at any rate, every Christian
should be a living example of the power
of that love for humanity.

Important Discovery

A

SINCERE minister of the gospel fell
into a deep reverie one day and in
his meditations, he suddenly made a few
very important discoveries. In contemplation of his ministry, he came clearly to
recognize the fact that most of his sermons
lasted less than an hour, but that he was
preaching everywhere he went thru the entire week, and that his largest audience was
not in the auditorium. In contemplating
this situation, he concluded that God was
not hunting for a man who could always
devise better methods, but that He was
looking for better men. He came to recognize that the progress of the Gospel had
a vital connection with himself and that it
could move only as he too moved Godward
and Christward. In this important discovery, he concluded that the Gospel was
not self-propagating but that it moved
forward and was propagated by those who,
having received it, were willing to share
the good news with others.
Furthermore, he realized that it was
only prayer that could put the sermon in
the preacher's heart, thus enabling the
preacher to put his heart in the sermon.
Also, he woke up to the fact that God always had a sermon ready for the man who
was constantly in touch with the Infinite
and yet lived close enough to human
hearts to recognize their need.

Spiritual Apathy
the advance of civilization,
W ITH
many blessings have been bestowed

upon us intended to ease the burden of
mankind and enable us to accomplish our
work from day to day without a great deal
of physical exertion. That's why so many
women today want to supply their family's
Continued on page 265)
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Jesus Christ, forsaken on Calvary's.
Cross, or Darkness without and within
(St. Mark 15:33-34)

The Late E. Lewis Berg

who remained there until the very end
A ND when the sixth hour was come
and stood afar off beholding (Luke 23;**• there was darkness over the whole
land until the ninth hour, and at the ninth 4 9 ) . However, according to relative circumstances as given by reliable Bible
hour Jesus cried with a loud voice, "My
scholars the early church was deeply imGod, My God, Why hast thou forsaken
pressed with this cry as if it, and it alone,
m e ? " That was an exceeding great and
bitter cry; the most bewidering sentence contained the lesson, the doctrine, the revelation, of the cross and passion, and prethat ever fell from the lips of any man.
cious death of our Lord and Savior, Jesus
What can it all mean?
Christ.
In the entire Bible there is no other
sentence so difficult to explain. We go farThe tremendous importance of these
ther and say that it is quite impossible for
words then must be obvious to us all.
us to explain what those words mean. To Then think of (2) the extraordinary nado so we must understand the mysteries
ture of these words. It is this that arrests
of the Trinity. Three persons in one God;
the attention of all. It is one of those litand the mystery of our Lord Jesus' own
tle additional proofs of the truth of the
being; perfect God and perfect man, and
Holy Scriptures for we cannot for a mothe personality of the Eternal Spirit. ment imagine a friend inventing such an
Bishop Ryle says, "There is a deep mysunthinkable cry. Have we ever considered
tery in those words which no man can
the effect of such a question upon those
fathom. They express the real pressure on
who heard our Lord ask it? Let us note
His soul of the enormous burden of the the effect of Christ's words.
whole world's sin. There certainly can
There were the chief priests and rulers,
be no human cry that exceeds this in misthey and the thieves also—what an alliery. We touch here our Lord's deepest
ance! Had cast into His teeth the taunt—
agony and unutterable woe. Yet that cry
He trusted in God, let Him deliver Him
is given us for our learning and we can . now if He will have Him; for He said I
surely know what it teaches, even if we am the Son of God (Matt. 27:43-44). With
fail to understand what it means" (in its what unholy derision and exultation they
infinite depth, import, and worth). When
would have heard such words of utter
it comes to the question and study of the
desolation "My God! My God, Why hast
cross of Christ, it is the greatest and most Thou forsaken m e ? " We can hear them
important theme under heaven. Behind
saying, "Ah, now we know he is a fraud!
the cross is God's infinite wisdom, rightWhy, He owns up to having been deluded;
eousness, and holiness, loving kindness
He even acknowledges that God has fortender mercy, graciousness and power to
saken Him. What further need have we
redeem and glorify eternally. It was pur- of witness" ? Numerous other circumstances
posed in Christ, in the eternal counsels of
connected herewith that could be cited and
God, the living Father, before the founhelpful along this line but time and space
dation of the world, and will touch the utwill not permit at this time; also some
most circumference of eternity future
modern opinions as to: did our Lord really
(Eph. 1:3-11; II Tim. 1:8-10; I Peter 1 :- mean what He said in this cry? However,
18-21; Rev. 13:8 ; Compare Revelation,
it was a God-given cry, and upon that forfifth chapter).
saken condition and experience as our substitute depended our redemption as we
The great mystery: "So with hearts bowshall note later.
ed under a sense of our ignorance, yet
longing to know something of the signiWe agree and believe with all truly
ficance of that unfathomable 'word' from
regenerate and consecrated believers that
the cross, may we venture to speak about
our Lord fully meant every word that he
it. First of all let us note and remember
uttered. We believe also that this cry was
(1) the deep significance of these words.
like all His sayings given Him by the FaBoth Matthew and Mark remark that Jether (as will be seen later). Did not
sus cried then with a loud voice. The Christ Himself say "I do nothing of myword is used either of a cry of joy or
self, but as my Father has taught me I
of pain, It is quite obvious (plain) that
speak these things," John 8:28) ; "I have
it was not a mere moan which escaped
not spoken of myself but the Father which
_ His lips—neither a cry of anguish, sent me; He gave me a commandment
complaint, or despair—as we shall note what I should say, and what I should
later. Our Lord meant those words to
speak; whatever I speak, therefore, even as
ring out over the thronging crowds around
the Father said unto Me so I speak" (John
the cross; He desired as many to hear what
12:49-50; See also John 14:10).
He said, even all His acquaintances and
Our Lord, Jesus Christ, was the eternal
the women that followed Him from Galilee
Word of God incarnate, therefore His ut-

terances must be and could only be God
utterances. Did He now realize that He
was deceived or had miscalculated in His
death? No! Never! See Six Miracles
of Calvary, page 11-12. By W. R. Nicholson.
Our Lord spoke the simple truth. We
believe that our Lord Was for a time left
alone—"forsaken" even by God (the Eternal Living Father),
Do not ask me (the
writer) or any of us what it all means:
we are all out of our depth here, but you
know—I know—that God was in Christ
reconciling the world unto Himself (II
Cor. 5 : 1 9 ) ; I know—you know—that it
was through the eternal Spirit that Christ
offered Himself without spot (blemish)
unto God "To whom was the price of our
Redemption p a i d ? " some have asked sarcastically. However, while we cannot (as
finite creatures) understand fully what the
deep significance of this forsaking was,
but we do believe it took place. Our Lord
was not merely meditating; He meant what
He said.

We are told great is the mystery of Godliness (our religion). He, God (in Christ)
was manifested in the flesh (John 1:14;
Heb. 2 : 1 4 ) , and is as previously noted
"God was in Christ reconciling the world
unto Himself." And now we know in part,
but then face to face; and shall know am
we are known in the consummation when
Christ returns and appears in glory.
However, divine revelation according to
God's eternal purpose in Christ is increasing and progressive (Prov. 4:18 and many
other references). We are enjoined to
grow in grace and in the knowledge of our
Lord Jesus Christ; to be filled with the
knowledge of His will in all wisdom and
spiritual understanding—being fruitful in
every good, and increasing in the knowledge of God (Comp. II Peter 3:18; Col.
1:9-11; 3:16; Eph. 1:18; 5:17; I Tim.
2:1-6). God puts no premium on spiritual
ignorance (Isa. 1:3; Hosea 4 : 6 ) . Moreover, reverting to our main line of thought,
it is asked: bodily sufferings—what are
they? Mental anguish—what is it; but
oh! the spiritual agony! Pure and holy
men of heart recoil from the very touch of
sin. What the horror and loathsomeness
of it were to Christ, we poor sinful creatures cannot estimate. We are taught not
only that "Christ died for our sins" but
that He bore them. His own self bare our
sins in His own body on the tree (I Peter
2 : 2 4 ) . St. Paul tells us (He) God made
Him to be sin for us who knew no sin
that we might be made the righteousness
of God in Him. The Holy Spirit speaking
through the Apostle says Christ has
redeemed us from the curse of the Law
being made a curse for us (Gal. 3 : 1 3 ) ;
having become a curse for us (R. V. in our
behalf) "Because it is written, accursed is
every one hung on a tree" (Rotherham). It
was this that caused the "forsaking." Did
not the prophet say "Thou art of purer
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eyes than to behold evil and canst not
look upon iniquity" (Hab. 1:13).
Thus was Christ made sin for us and
treated as such; our Lord felt the full
force of God's wrath against sin: "He tasted death for every m a n ; " "poured out his
soul unto death." Paid the ransom for all;
a propitiation for our sins, and substitution for all (Isa. 53:12; I Peter 2:24;
3:18). God forsaken: this was the great
moment of our redemption. The great
work was accomplished; finished (R. V.)
before Christ died physically; before the
Lord Jesus said "I thirst." Does not John
19:28 tell us so? After this Jesus knowing
that all things were now accomplished
that the Scripture might be fulfilled saith
" / thirst" (Christ's thirst at this moment is
another great subject of itself).

blood of Christ. The cup Christ drank
on Calvary was the cup of wine of the
wrath of God poured out without mixture
into the cup of His indignation. The cup
Christ had to drink was unmixed; that is
there was no mercy mixed with it. In anticipation of this cup and under the pressure
of the devil's power Christ suffered intensely; yet willingly and submissively,
according to God's will in our behalf. To
this end He said, "But I have a baptism to
be baptized with and how am I sustained
till it be accomplished" (Luke 12:50) ;
The cup which my Father hath given me
shall I not drink i t ? " (John 18:11). All
was foreordained and purposed in Christ
before the foundation of the world (9

a-.

After writing this the writer's attention
was called to a passage by Dr. G. Morgan,
stating that redemption was not by the
physical death of our Lord and Savior but
something deeper, and profounder,
that
was accomplished and completed.
The
physical death was the sacramental symbol,
wrought into visibility of a mystery too
profound for the fathoming of any philosophy, or interpretation of any theology, infinite in depth which passeth
human
knowledge (Eph. 3:19).
Was not this forsaking the cup our
Lord dreaded to drink and what was
that cup? We need not speculate about
this; the Scriptures give us the answer.
It is written "For in the hand of the Lord
there is a cup; the wine is red; it is full
of mixture, and He poureth out of the
same; but the dregs thereof all the wicked
of the earth shall wring them out and
drink them" (Psalms 7 5 : 8 ) . "The same
(those who receive the mark of the beast)
shall drink of the wine of the wrath of
God which is poured out without mixture
into the cup of His indignation, and he
shall be tormented with fire and brimstone
in the presence of the holy angels and in
the presence of the Lamb (Rev. 14:10).
These Scriptures describe the cup. What
a cup! a cup of wine full of mixture, red,
and a cup of wrath, and the indignation
of God; a cup filled with the wine of the
wrath of God. What a wrath: the wrath of
an outraged, insulted, and offended justice. Yes, a justice that is inexorable, inflexible. "God (who) is light and in him
is no darkness at all". "If we believe not he
abideth faithful He cannot deny Himself"
(I John 1:5; II Tim. 2:11-13). So in
order to redemption of the lost in sin, the
Lord Jesus was to drink the cup of God's
wrath, a cup of wrath without any mercy.
Here is God's estimate of human sin. Sin
is a terrible evil (guilt, condemnation,
death, curse, wrath, sickness, pain, sorrow,
groaning, gloom, crime, wars, bloodshed,
ruin, hell, eternal separation from God).
Listen, the wisdom of man trifles with sin;
it belittles the work of atonement by the
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Personal Responsibility
So then every one of us shall
give account of himself to God.
Rom. 14:12.
There are several things in this
scripture for us to consider.
1. There is no allowance made for
exceptions. It does not say that some
of us shall give account, nor that the
religious or church people shall give
account, nor any other particular
class, but that "every one of us" shall
give account.
2. The account shall be of ourselves, and not of some other person.
We will not be asked how the other
person lived and acted, but only, how
did WE live and act? So it is a personal account that shall be given.
3. There shall be an account given^
What was our manner of life? Did we
look after our spiritual life? Did we
read God's Word? Did we attend unto prayer? Did we fellowship with
the believers? Did we assemble ourselves together for worship?
This is a personal matter upon
which judgment shall be made by our
God and Creator.—Selected.
B"
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special references, first, Gen. 3:15). Our
Lord drank the cup for the joy that was
set before Him; he endured the Cross,
vindicated God's infinite wisdom, righteousness, and holiness, abolished death and
hath brought life and incorruptibility to
light through the gospel, risen and glorified, given a name which is above every
name. He became that great Shepherd
of the sheep by God the Father (Phil.2:51 1 ; II Tim. 1:8-10; Heb. 13:20-21).
Satan, sin, hell, death, disease, and the
grave, all stood in His way when He was
on earth. But He banished disease, put
away sin by the sacrifice of Himself, conquered the powers of hell, vanquished
death and was victorious over the grave
(Col. 2:13-16; Heb. 2:14-15). Now He can
overcome our enemies; keep us by His
power; and lovingly tend us by His sufficient grace; "Keep on saving to the uttermost all that come unto God by Him"
(Phil. 4 : 1 9; II Cor. 9 : 8 ; Heb. 7:25).
Furthermore concerning light views of
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sin and the two great master ideas of God's
Holy Word—sin, redemption:
Jerome in
the fourth century declared that "light
views of sin induced false views of God"
and the late master preacher A. Mclaren
of Manchester stated that ninety per cent
of all error on doctrinal teaching have
grown around defective views of sin. Any
theory that minimizes sin, minimizes the
redemption work of our Lord Jesus Christ
and the regenerative work of the Holy
Spirit. Such theory also must make a
large appeal to men almost betimes as
frantic as that of the prophets of Baal
on Carmel Summit; and clever little devices have been invented to induce men to
take Christ or "step over the l i n e ; " and
which offer to settle the great eternal question by an oral acceptance of a simple
synthesis or of a little formula on a small
printed card. Clerical cleverness, modernistic method, false forces in evangelism,
cultured intellectually, rhetorical charm,
excitement, etc., having displaced apostolic
methods and the power and work of the
Holy Spirit through the Gospel are responsible for the apostate state, and laodicean
condition among the professed church people today. They have a name that they
live, but are proud and boastful, yet are
dead and with Christ on the outside (I
Tim. 4 : 1 ; II Tim 4:1-4; Rev. 3:1, 17-18).
Reverting again to our main line of
thought: when our blessed Savior bore
the sin of the whole world, God in some
mysterious way forsook Him; yet through
it all He tasted death for every man by
pouring out His soul unto death (Heb.
2 : 9 ; Isa. 5 3 : 1 2 ) ; and what is death but
separation? a spiritual state or condition;
in this circumstance conscious abandonment from the Father. We are out of our
depth now. We do not know what it all
means (as previously noted) but we do
know it means our
redemption.
Bengel says He suffered something from
the hand of God unspeakable; yet it pleased the Lord to bruise Him. He hath put
Him to grief. Surely He hath borne our
griefs, and carried our sorrows, smitten of
God and afflicted. But He was wounded
for our transgressions; He was bruised for
our iniquities; the chastisement of our
peace was upon Him; and with His stripes
(bruise) we are healed (Isa. 53:4-10)
spiritual healing (I Peter 2:24 margin).
This forsaking was necessary; for Christ
Himself had to work out our redemption
without any help from outside; even the
Father stood aside as it were forsaking
Him; and yet it was by the Father's grace
that He tasted death for every man (Heb.
2:9-10); and (also) for the joy that was
set before Him, he endured the cross, and
delighted in doing God's will in our behalf, and for His infinite glory. Finally
one more question as to the real meaning
of these words the cry with a loud voice
and the outcome of it all.
(To be continued)
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Special Announcements,
Evangelistic Slate, Etc.
Harvest Praise Services
Harvest praise meeting in the Manheim
Brethren in Christ Church, August 17, at 1:00
P.M., E.S.T.
In the Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ
Church, Sept. 7, at 1:00 P.M:, E.S.T.
Harvest Praise service Morrison Cove, Woodbury Church, August 25.
Martinsburg Church, September 1.
Spring-hope, September 8.
These announcements carry an ivitation.

Love Feasts
Canada
Wainfleet—•
Ontario Joint Council Sept. 11, at 2:00 p. m.
and Sept. 12, 1940.
Sunday School Conference, Friday, Sept. 13
- Love Feast, Sat., Sept. 14th at 10:00 a. m.
Markham meet at 10:00 a. m., Sept. 21 and 22
Boyle meet at 2:00 p. m., Sept. 21 and 22
Bertie meet at 10:00 a. m. Sept. 28 and 29
Frogmore meet at 2:00 p, m., Sept. 28 and 29
Nottawa meet at 10:00 a. m., Oct. 5 and 6
Cheapside meet at 2:00 p. m., Oct. 5 and 6
Clarence Center meet at 2:30 p. m. Oct. 12 & 13
Howick meet at 2:00 p. m. Oct. 12 and 13
Welland meet at 2:00 p. m. Oct. 19 and 20
Waterloo meet at 2:00 p. m. Oct. 19 and 20
Springvale meet at 2:00 p. m. Oct. 26 and 27
H A S OLD COPIES OF VISITOR TO SELL
Some of our readers may be interested to
know that Zelda Brewer of R. 2, Mercersburg, Pa., has most of the copies of the
Visitor, beginning with part of the year
1887, until the present time, with the exception of a f e w intervening years. She
wishes to dispose of these copies and if
you are interested, you may write to her at
the above address.
KNOXVILLE, IOWA CAMP MEETING
Third Bible Holiness Camp Meeting will
be held A u g u s t 22-September 1, on Scott's
farm, 6 miles southwest of Knoxville on
gravel road from Knoxville to Melcher,
Knoxville, la.
The speakers are Bishop D. R. Eyster,
Thomas, Okla., Evangel isis J. W. Payne,
Ansley, Nebr., and H. W. Landis, Des
Moines, la. Bro. James Denmson will lead
the singing.
Aug. 25 is Missionary Day.
Sr. Effie
Rohrer, Missionary from India of the
Brethren in Christ Church expects to be
with us. Also Bro. and Sr. Davis, representing the Oriental Missionary Society
and Sr. Greiner representing the National
Holiness Missionary Society. Sr. Greiner
has just finished an evangelistic world tour
of mission stations and has a burning message of the world's needs.
6:30 Morning prayer
9:00 People's Meeting
10:30 Morning Service
12:00 Noon hour - ^ ^
2:30 Afternoon service
children's
meeting
7:30 Evening service
Sr. Alma Bollinger (Detroit, Kansas),
will have charge of the children's services.
Meals on the Free Will offering plan.
Lodging on grounds. Please bring bedding.
A hearty invitation is extended to all to
come and enjoy the rich blessings of the
meetings with us.
If you are planning to come we would appreciate if you would write Mary Wenger,
Knoxville, Iowa, R. 2, so that reservations
can be made for you.
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Mooretown Center, Sandusky Mich., and the
Young People's Class of Martinsburg, Pa. May
God bless every one!
,
—Earl D. and Ellen K. Brechbill.

Pennsylvania
California

Michigan

NEWS NOTES—Upland, Calif. A Home MiBsion Service which was much appreciated was
held on Wednesday evening, March 27, when
Sr. Albert Cober spoke to us. She gave a detailed and interesting account of their work
at the North Star Mission in Sask., Canada.
Christian Education Day—For the morningservice, on May 5, Bro. Alvin Burkholder spoke
from Job 28:12. An offering was lifted for
Beulah College. In the evening the B. C. Men's
Glee Club provided a program of music. Pres.
Arthur Climenhaga brought an inspirational
message from Phil. 4:19.
The Farewell Message of our pastor, Bro.
Burkholder, was a challenge to the Church to
follow the plan of God and go forward courageously and loyally for Christ and the salvation of the lost. On Sunday morning, June
2, he closed his pastorate of over nine years
of faithful service to the church a t Upland
using as his text Acts 2:41-47. We appreciate the fact that Bro. and Sr. Burkhold3r will
still be worshipping with us and our prayers
go with Bro. Burkholder as he labors as evangelist from
time to time in other places.
Visiting - Minister—"There is nothing in this
world half so thrilling as to bring a soul to
Jesus. Christ's method of soul-winning is a
personal method" was the thought of Bro. Roy
Wenger's message from John 1:42 given the
evening of June 2.
We were glad to have
Bro. and Sr. Wenger with us for a short time
during the commencement season.
Welcome to New Pastor—A large group met
in the church basement Saturday evening, June
15 to extend welcome to our new pastor, Bro.
and Sr. C. R. Heisey and family. The following Sunday morning he preached his opening
sermon, The Enterprise of the Age, Acts 16:18,
"I will build my Church." Every product of
this organization becomes a distributor and
the Holy Spirit acts as a maintainer within
each product. May God bless Bro. and Sr.
Heisey's labors among us and may our cooperation with them be such as will be to His
glory and the upbuilding of His kingdom.
The Western Pennsylvania Mission Field
was presented by Sr. Oscar Raser, Wednesday
evening, June 19. By means of a map she located the different stations of that section
giving information of the work at each place.
Foreign Missionary Day—We were favored
in having two of our African workers with us
for these services. Sr. Annie Winger spoke
in the morning giving customs of the people
in Northern Rhodesia and presenting vivid
contrasts in Native and Christian lives. In
the evening Sr. Anna Wolgemuth told of work
in southern Rhodesia. She pictured the tragic
lives of some who have long rejected the light
of the Gospel.
Bro. and Sr. W. S. Reighard were present en
their way to their new place of labor. Sr.
Reighard also spoke in the evening, giving
statistics and very interesting experiences of
their work in San Francisco.
Ordination Service. An election for a deacon
having been held in the spring, Bro. and Sr.
John Book were ordained to that office on Sunday, July 14, with Bish. Wagaman officiating.
We pray God's rich blessing upon them as
they take up the responsibilities and work of
the church in this capacity.

LEONARD MISSION REPORT—Dear Readers of the Visitor: It is with pleasure we bring
before the readers of the E. Visitor a report
of the Leonard Mission, and to the Visitor
readers we bring greetings from the work at
Leonard.
In looking back over the quarter now past
and gone, we see much that we wish had been
accomplished, but we are glad for what has
been done, and we believe God is blessing in
one way or another the efforts mad-; at this
place. Sad we are to report that the attendance hasn't increased the past three months,
and two who had been attending the evening
service regularly since last fall when we came
here apparently refused to walk in some light
they received, and soon after the close of our
revival effort in March, they began making
one excuse and then another and stopped at-'
tending altogether. In addition, a few of the
members of the Mission have been hindered
from coming in the recent past from one cause
or another; thus our attendance has been
lower the majority of the time and of course
our burdens in supporting and carrying on
have been increased. Owing to a few nights
in June when the Methodist Church was without a pastor, our evening services averaged as
much for the quarter as it has the two previous quarters we have been here. We were
glad for the people from the Methodist Church
who came to the evening service, and we enjoyed their presence and fellowship.
The last Sunday in June we were favored
by a short musical program given by a young
couple and their young children from Pontiac.
The main attraction of this program was an
electric guitar. After the dismissal of the
service, quite a number of people lingered to
become acquainted with the singers and also
to see and hear the instrument a t closer range.
So good was the response that we are expecting to invite them out from time to time in
the future. We advertised the service as
widely as we could, and we had about sixty
present, and the writer enjoyed himself to the
fullest preaching the Gospel to the assembly.
Sr. Brechbill makes all the circulars by hand;
either with a stamp set for the larger circulars
we place in the stores and service stations, or
with the hectograph, which we use in making
personal messages we leave from house to
house. This is hard and tedious work, and I
want to give her the special credit and recognition which she so richly deserves.
As we have mentioned in our previous reports, the people of Leonard have been very
good to us. One lady gave us, free of charge,
a large garden plot, and so we have the promise of a nice garden. Then there are some
parties who are unknown to us who have been
giving us a grocery credit at a local store. We
certainly appreciate that, and pray God's special blessing upon them. Their kindness and
generosity have amounted to around twenty to
twenty-five dollars or more worth of groceries.
Others have been kind to us in other ways.
We thank God for all this, and yet, we sometimes think we have never been in a town or
community where there are so many good, yet
lost people.
The writer has had very little work in the
garage since the beginning of April, therefore
we were very thankful that a farmer offered
us work operating his tractor for a few weeks
this spring. This helped us greatly from a
financial standpoint. The last week in April
while descending and making a turn on a steep
hill we escaped serious injury when the tractor got out of control and turned completely
over, coming to rest on its back against a
tree on the edge of a steep embankment. The
writer was protected by the Lord for a certainty, for he landed at the foot of the embankment, and had it not been for the trees,
the heavy machine would most surely rolled
over on him. We were and are grateful to
God for his protecting hand over our lives.
Since the Mission is under the Michigan
Home Mission Board, and is not supported
from a financial standpoint by the Board or
the church, we have refrained from giving a
financial statement. We felt t h a t a possibility
existed that by giving a statement an impression might be created t h a t we were soliciting
the financial support of the Church, which we
have no right to do. The Lord has stood by
us thus far, and supplied our needs. Neverthe less, since we have been here, our friends
and relatives have sent us private donations
for which we are deeply greatful, and we desire to publicly recognize the offerings sent in
by each of the following: Carland congregation
of Carland, Mich.; Boys and Girls Class of

Kansas
ZION NEWS, ABILENE, KANS.—Mrs. Albert Cober from the North Star Mission spent
a few weeks visiting friends and relatives in
this community during April end during her
stay here she gave a very interesting account
of the work at that place.
On April 21 members of the music department from the Jabbok Bible School gave a very
interesting program at the Zion Church.
May 29 Bro. and Sr. David Hall returned
missionaries from Africa gave an interesting
account of their work on the field.
Sunday morning, June 2, Bro. Isaac jSngle
and Bro. John Minter from Penna., were with
us in the morning service. Each brought a
short, inspirational message.
Sunday evening, June 2 Bro. and Sr. Ray
Heisey were present in the evening service and
Bro. Heisey spoke to the young people and Bro.
Albert Cober was also present during the service he gave an account of the work at the
North Star Mission.
Sunday evening, July 21, Srs. Anna Wolgemuth, Anna Winger and Emma Frey were
present for the evening service and each spoke
of their work on the African field.
—Mrs. J. C. H., cor.

PHILADELPHIA MISSION—Dear Visitor
Family: "The eyes of the Lord are upon the
righteous and His ears are open unto their
cry" Ps. 34:15. We are glad for the confidence
we have in the unfailing eye of our Heavenly
Father. This has been a very busy quarter at
the Philadelphia Mission. On April 7, the
Men's Chorus from Messiah Bible College
gave us a program in the evening. We had
a full house with all available space taken
and a number standing. On occasions like
these we are conscious of the need for a
larger chapel.
On May 4 and 5 was the regular time for
the Spring Love Feast. A number of brethren
and sisters from our neighboring Districts
joined us to commemorate this occasion so
hallowed by sacred memories. Elders Abner
Martin and Henry Hostetter were with us to
minister the Word to us. The Lord manifested
His presence in a precious manner as we followed His commandments one time more. On
Sunday the services were more especially devoted to Young People. Eld H. N. Hostetter,
Bro. Isaiah Bashore and Prof. Jacob Kuhns
were the principal speakers. We are glad to
report that several of our young people responded to the appeal for consecration and
were established in the Lord. They and we
need your prayers that they may have the
courage to continue to walk with God, and
that we may have wisdom to lead them.
On Sunday, May 19, the Young People's Society combined the evening program with the
preaching service and we rendered a program
of song and scripture portraying the life of
Jesus followed by a short appeal by the pastor. Again the Holy Spirit was faithful and
several answered the call. How we thank God
for these but there are so many more all
about us who do not know the Lord in His
life-giving power. What a responsibility it
places upon us to be sure we have done cur
best for them.
During the latter part of June our people
begin to get interested in getting out for fresh
air and relaxation. Some of the children go
to the country for the summer so jf course
the attendance at service is less than usual,
but has kept up remarkably well.
We found General Conference an inspiration
and blessing. We feel we need these means of
grace to strengthen us for the labor of the
every-day routine. During the quarter there
seemed to be an unusual amount of sickness
occasioning much time spent in hospital as
well as home visitation. We feel that a word
fitly spoken in an hour of stress is often .more
likely to take root than when all is going
smoothly.
During this quarter much time has also been
spent in repairing the Mission property. One
does not often think of this type of work in
connection with mission work but it is a very
necessary phase of it. Property cannot be
maintained without the incurring of a certain
amount of expense and work. And as long as
we are in this world we will have to do with
these things.
•
We have appreciated the interest and support of all our friends. We trust that the Lord
will reward you for we are unable to do so.
Then too we want you to feel that this is just
as much your work as ours. We are looking
for our recompense from Him just the same as
you are. "It won't be long, it may be soon."
"Even so come quickly." Our only desire is
to rescue a few more of these priceless souls
before that majestic day dawns.
Financial Report for April, May, June
General Fund
Receipts for the quarter
Harold H. Engle
$20.00
Mrs. John Williams
6.00
Myra V. Lesher, Chambersburg, Pa
4.00
Pearl Wueschinski
5.00
Rebecca Schock
5.00
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Bashore, E'town, Pa. 1.00
Friends
2.00
Eld. & Mrs. H. N. Hostetter, Washington
Boro, Pa
2.00
Alida Wolgemuth .—
,
1.00
Lavina Jarrell
1.00
In His Name
1.C0
Friends
LOO
Kathryn Yoder
2.00
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hoke, Garrett, Ind. 5.00
Eld. and Mrs. R. K. Ebersole, Saxton, Pa. 1.00
Mr. & Mrs. Aaron Zook, Chambersburg,
Pa
1.00
Telephone refund
50
Mission Chapel offerings for quarter.... 44.40
Total offerings for quarter
$102.90
Balance Mar. 31, 1940
39.00
Total Receipts
$1-11.90
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on and serve the Devil and get nothing
but hell for your portion? "The wages of
sin is death, but the gift of God is eternal
life through Jesus Christ, our Lord."
We see the world over, men and women
reaping the wages of sin. Nothing will
give true peace and happiness but to come
humbly before the Lord, confessing and
forsaking sin and let the blessed Lord rule
and reign in your mortal bodies. "Sin is
the cause of all our woes." If it were
not for sin, there would be none of this
awful war that is sending fathers, husbands, and sons to an untimely grave. Oh,
that the world would get a shaking up
of the dry bones and every knee bow humblv before an Almighty God who has said,
"Be still and know that I am God." We
can not depend on man power, we must
depend on Almighty God that made the
world, and rules and controls heaven and
earth.
Before I close this little article, I
wish to say that I took Jesus into my heart
at the age of 23 years. I am now nearing
my 91st birthday and God has been my
staff and my stay all through the journey
of life, and so He will be to all who trust
Him. Bless His holy name!
Come while it is called today, tomorrow
it may be too late. Make sure that your
name is written on the page bright and
fair.
Yours for souls,
Grandma McTagae;rt

the wheat appears on your table as a golden brown loaf of bread.
Just so, it is quite a process from the
moment that God conceives in the heart of
man a passion for the lost of earth and that
soul prays through in faith, watering each
prayer with tears, until the process is completed and a new born soul stands before
his Redeemer. Don't expect a revival by
"sitting down to eat and rising up to play."
Revivals are not born in that way, but
they are born when men and women fast
and pray and become actively engaged
and truly alarmed as to the state and condition of men and women all around about
them.

Spiritual Apathy
(Continued from page 259)
meals out of a can, and many multitudes
of farmers want to plow their corn on the
main square of the village near which they
live. As a result of all this, we are becoming a nation of weaklings. We love idleness and ease.
What a contrast to the aggressiveness,
self-reliance of our forefathers. Who would
have ever thought a hundred years ago in
America that the government was duty
bound to feed them? Why the very idea
would have been laughed at.
The sum total of this is a terrific sweep
of sinful indulgence. The nation is forgetting God, and as a nation, is heading
rapidly for disintegration. The prophet
Amos warns us about being at ease in Zion,
and pronounces a woe upon all such.
Without doubt, we have had to adopt a
great many new methods in this day in our
generation for the propagation of the Gospel, but just as no one has ever been
able to manufacture synthetic wheat and
flour,Tttst-soLyou will never be able to purchase revivals as yTsu^-weuLdbuy canned
goo-ds, stick in a can opener, and preste-you
have a dinner. Wheat must be sown, and before this can be accomplished, the ground
must be broken up and made fallow. It
is quite a process, from the time the farmer
begins to get the ground ready until finally
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"Be Ye Holy for I Am Holy"

W

HENEVER God saves a man, He
is compelled by the law of His own
attributes to make that man holy. It is
impossible to conceive of God's saving a
man in his sins. He saves us from our sins
and>according to His redemptive law and
holy'purpose. In the process of making a
man holy and like the Son of God, His example and figure, God proceeds in orderly
manner to do that very work.
There are certain indispensable things
that a sinner needs. First, he is guilty and
needs pardon. Second, he is degenerated
and needs regeneration or the new birth.
These are all necessary things and set the
stage for the individual to be transformed
into the image of God's Son. Then, man
is corrupt and needs cleansing. This is a
requisite for entering into a state of complete trust and absolute dependence upon
God, a condition of heart purity.
The first requisite for a man to find God
is to get rid of his guilt. He can never
be at peace with God nor with his own soul
until guilt is gotten rid of. The new
birth thus restores man to sonship in the
family of God. Having been restored to
sonship, the next essential work for God
to do is to purify or cleanse us from all
sin, which is the very essence of holiness.
If you take that which is holy, pure and
Christ-like out of man's salvation, it becomes a vain and empty thing.
Every step in advancement or progress
in the Christian life is made by faith appropriating the promise and provisions of
the gospel. You will never enjoy the
blessing of a clean heart until your faith
appropriates that blessing to your own
soul.

Costly Array
II Timothy 2:9, God's children are
I Ncommanded
not to wear costly array.
I have been in the church for nearly
ears but I don't remember ever hearing a minister mention "costly array." I
have heard color~o£materials and patterns
used in making our clothes. Items which
I fail to find recorded in Gocl^JWord. I

265

fancy if Jesus were here today He would
say, "These ought ye to have done and not
to have left the others undone."
We have church schools but many of
our conscientious brethren and sisters face
daily problems which are hard for them
to decide. They are desirous to be loyal
to God and the church.
Here are two questions I would like to
see answered in our church paper by one
of our Bishops or Bible school professors,
quoting scriptural references.
To illustrate: Two brethren A and B
each have $50 and each needs a new suit.
Brother A goes to a tailor and spends $50
for a splendid suit of clothes made plain.
Brother B buys a suit at the store for $15,
gets his aged mother a blanket for $5,
gives an orphan $5, a widow $5, gives to
Foreign Missions $10, and to Home Missions $10. We have brethren in our church
of both types. Question: Which of these
brethren is an ideal example for our young
brethren to follow?
To illustrate: A young brother went to
a plain church to hold Evangelistic meetings. In the front seat sat a sister dressed
in our church uniform. Her clothes were
very modest in color and style. The young
man did his best to preach God's Word in
power.
The sister could not feed on his
message because the brother was not dressed as she thought he should be. He was
led to speak on Costly Array. At the close
she criticized his sermon. The young
brother asked her how much she had paid
for her dress. She replied, "Four dollars
a yard." He replied, "Your dress is condemned by my text today?" Question:
Which was right the minister or the plain
sister?
A plain grandmother.
P.S. I felt impressed to send this article
for publication.
We are facing these
things every day. A minister I know harps
on girls wearing anything but black stockings. His wife pays a $1.25 for black
silk ones while many of the poor girls
wear fawn, brown or gray cotton lisle costing 25c a pair. Do not give my name,
please.
Note: These are questions of vital import and demand a scriptural and practi
cal answer. Will some Bishop or Bible
school Professor please answer. Editor.

Seeing Black
meeting a man held up a sheet
A Tof awhite
paper, with a little black spot

on it, and asked his audience, "What do you
see?" They all answered, "A black spot.''
He then asked, "Why, don't you see the
white? There is so much more white than
black."
Isn't this quite natural ? How easy it
is. when looking at others, to see a small
flaw before finding the many praise worthy
things! What kind of eye have you? Do
you see good or evil in others?—Selected.

I
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This Department, conducted by the General Sunday School Board, appears in the first issue of
each month. All material for this department should be sent to C. W Boyer, See'y, 2101 Windsor Road, Dayton, Ohio.
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Scene During S. S. Program at General Conference

E ARE glad to be able to give our readers this view taken while the S. S.
program at the recent General Conference was being rendered . . . The
members of the S. S. Board are seated on the platform, the speaker is Eld. Henry
N. Hostetter. Note the large and interested audience . . . Incidentally this view
also shows the scene where the work of the 1940 General Conference was carried on.
With this issue we begin publishing the topics discussed during this program, of
which the General theme was "Our Problems," which was based on actual problems
submitted from our various schools. These topics will be continued regularly in
subsequent issues; and as will be seen from this first article, "The S. S. Versus
Other Interests," they not only discuss "Problems", but present practical suggestions
for their solution.

An Interesting Letter
from Sr. Martha Bechtel, Canton, Ohio,
reports the special attention being given
to Bible reading in her class of thirteen
intermediate boys and girls. The following interesting data are given: Chapters
read by class during 1939, according to
record kept by teacher, 4726; teacher has
offered prize to those who read the Bible
through during 1940, and indications are
that five or six of the class will accomplish
this; highest number of chapters read in
one week, 684; weekly average about 200.
The following paragraph is of special
interest:
"The one thing of interest to me, among
others of course, is the fact that one of the
girls who is faithfully reading in an effort
to read the entire Bible, is a Catholic girl.
She doesn't have the opportunity to attend
Catholic services all the time, but when
she does she usually goes for early mass
and hurries back to get to Sunday School.
I feel that her reading the Bible cannot
help but have its effect sometime."
The letter also reports a very successful
Daily Vacation Bible School conducted by
William and Mary Hoke, mentions five
recent accessions to church membership,

and has this challenging close, "Yours for
Better Sunday Schools."
We feel that sustained emphasis on Bible
reading is the finest kind of effort possible
for any teacher; for surely the regular
reading of God's word "cannot help but
have its effect." And such an effort helps
to meet the crying need in our S. S. program of getting our scholars to do something during the weekly interim.

The Sunday School Versus
Other Interests
lmogene

Snider

We must admit that this topic presents
one of the major problems in our Sunday
Schools. How sad it is that many use
Sunday for their day of visiting, and
entertaining company, instead of attending Sunday school and keeping God's day
holy. We would not want to say that all
people who visit on Sunday, do wrong,
but we will say that if Sunday visiting interferes with religious responsibilities, it
is wrong. If one can attend services and
go visiting too, then it is permissible, providing the day is spent in a God-fearing
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way. How often we have heard this statement on our own field—for this problem
was presented by Kentucky—when you
inquire as to why certain individuals or
families were not at Sunday school, they
say: "Oh, we were looking for company,
Aunt so and so was coming," or "Grandma
came to see us today." Do we have a
remedy for this? I say, YES. Take your
company along with you to Sunday School.
But suppose they will not go! Then tell
them that you are in the habit of going to
Sunday School, that you never stay at
home except in case of severe sickness or
death, and that they are just to feel at
home, make themselves as comfortable
as possible, and that as soon as service is
over, you will be home, fix a nice dinner
and then have a good visit together.
Birthday dinners on Sunday often keep
many people away from Sunday school.
I heard a certain minister say one time that
he never knew so many people had birthdays on Sunday. People seem too busy
to celebrate during the week.
All day singings are quite a drawing
card for many people. This often hinders
attendance at Sunday school. These and
many other attractions certainly pull down
the average attendance.
What might be some further possible
solutions to this problem?
I.
If we can get people to realize the importance of a good Sunday school in a
community, it will at least help them to
see their responsibility in being at Sunday
School. The influence of a good Sunday
School is far reaching and cannot be overetsimated in value. Here are some testimonies of people who were benefited
through the influence of the Sunday school.
David Lloyd George—"All that I am
and whatever I have accomplished, I owe
to the Sunday school."
J. C. Penny—"All that I am today, I owe
to my religious training as a boy. Much
of this came from my parents, but a great
deal came through the Sunday schools
which I attended."
A man from California—"My spiritual
awakening came as a result of the Sunday school.'
Another one has written—"Let the Sunday school cease long enough and it will
take us a century to grow civilized enough
to live together."
Testimony of a judge—"During tha
twenty-three years that I was judge, four
thousand boys under the age of 21, were
convicted of crime, and only three of all
those boys were members of Sunday
schools."
Sunday visiting, all day singings, birthday dinners, etc., cannot go the first step
in doing these things for the youth of
our nation. Then, let us do our best to
help people realize the importance of a
good Sunday school.
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II.
Another good way to cause people to
want to be at Sunday school every Sunday
is to make the Sunday school so interesting
that they will not want to miss one single
Sunday. Many, many methods must be
used to help hold the interest as wall as to
increase interest in the Sunday School.
A. We have found that contests in
different forms work quite effectively in
our Sunday schools. The one being used
at present is carried on among the nine
Sunday Schools on our field. The duration
of the contest is one quarter and is based
on either per cent of average attendance
or per cent of perfect attendance. The
school having the highest per cent wins the
banner and holds it for the next quarter.
This contest could be carried on among
the different classes in one Sunday school,
if it were not convenient to compete with
other Sunday schools.
Another contest which we are using in
some of our schools is the "Ladder Contest". This is based on average attendance,
offering, and bringing Bibles to Sunday
school. The different classes compete in
this contest.
In the Thermometer contest, the entire
school is divided into two groups and is
carried on similar to the Ladder contest.
B. Attractive attendance boosters are
used in our Junior Department. Many of
the children try hard to get thirteen stars
on their booster. Because of financial
difficulties it is necessary for us to make
most of these boosters.
C. Pictures from the large chart are
mounted on cardboard and bound with
gum tape and given as awards to children
having the best attendance at Sunday
school for the quarter.
D. Programs such as those given at
Christmas, on Mother's Day, Children's
Day, and Rally Day, always bring more
people to Sunday school.
E. House to house visitation work is
another good method to use in increasing
interest in the Sunday school.
F. At the beginning of this quarter, we
published a small Sunday School leaflet
and delivered many of them in person to
about one hundred and fifty homes in
three communities. The next Sunday there
was a noticeable increase in attendance and
the interest has been good throughout the
quarter.
G. We too, must meet the problem of
the summer slump in our schools. We try
to use some of our most interesting contests
at that time. One summer, we offered a
prize to the mother, who, with her family
would have the highest per cent of average
attendance for the quarter. A family of
te'n won witrr~one—hundred per cent attendance. Second place we7nTo~a^imily
of six with about 98 per cent.
H. Give the children a chance to sing
choruses. They like that if it is properly
directed. It is only human nature for
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parents to want to see their children receive public recognition. Give the children something special to do and invite
delinquent parents to the Sunday School—
notice the effect.
I. Illustrated stories and object lessons
always appeal to the older folk as well as
the children. A great deal of interest can
be created in this way.
We might hear someone whisper, "That
is placing a lot of stress on attendance."
Perhaps it is, but, when you get your folk
to Sunday school, then you have the golden
opportunity and big responsibility of
teaching God's Word which is one of the
main objectives of the Sunday School—
Sowing the Gospel seed in hearts and praying that it will bring forth fruit unto
eternal life.
Then let us do our best to help people
to realize the great importance of a good
Sunday school and put forth every effort
to make it so interesting that they will be
really disappointed if anything hinders
their attendance.—Garlin, Ky.
NOTE: In the foregoing very practical
article, Sr. Snider has made brief reference
to "Ladder" and "Thermometer" contests.
We believe that more information about
these contests would be appreciated by our
readers, so we are asking Sr. Snider to
explain in further detail how they are
conducted. We shall hope to have this
additional article for a later issue.
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course, and asked what else she could do
for him. "I want to pray." Together they
prayed. Soon his face began to shine.
He then told his mother that he felt he
should ask the blessing at the table, and
this permission was readily granted. Now
he seems very clear in his experience.
Thank God for definite results!

Bible Reading Project
In one school which is engaging in this
project, one individual has read 1000 chapters in three weeks which have been completed at this writing, and the whole school
is showing splendid interest. No doubt
your school will have an interesting report
from this project also, which is to run
during July, August, and September.
If you did not get started in July, we
would suggest that you read the announcement on page 222 of the July 1 issue,
and then plan to carry out this project
during the month of September. Your report can then be made for just one month.
We hope that many schools are engaging in this very profitable activity, and are
looking forward to receiving some interesting reports at the close of the quarter.
'I'm never alone through the twilight,
Though nothing but trials I see;
Tho' the furnace be seven times heated,
The 'Form of the Fourth' walks with
me. -Selected.

Other D. V. B. S. Reports
In a verbal report from Chestnut Grove,
Ohio, we learn of a very interesting D. V.
B. S. conducted by that congregation in
conjunction with a sister congregation. In
the closing service a real spirit of conviction settled upon the group, and a large
number responded to the altar call. Genuine signs of repentance were greatly in
evidence, and it was felt by the workers
that many really prayed through to a definite experience of salvation.
Another intensive D. V. B. S. campaign
has been completed in the Kentucky Field.
Ten schools were conducted, with a total
enrollment of 469, average attendance of
349, and 144 enrollees having perfect attendance. There were nineteen professions
of faith.
The following is the experience of one
boy about twelve years of age who voluntarily knelt at the altar. He wept and
prayed until he seemed to get the witness
that he was a Christian, and on arrival
home told his mother that he was saved.
But the next day he came to her crying,
saying he did not feel right, and began
Tnaking^some confessions. In his hand
he held a~1ratcher knife which he had
previously broken7~ted^hid from his par>
ents. Mother was g l a a t o ^forgive, of

Outstanding Contribution by
E. V. Publishing House to
Daily Vacation Bible Schools

For the past several years, there has been
a growing demand for a lithographed, but
inexpensive, Daily Vacation Bible School
Certificate. This need was met by the publication of a series of four beautiful certificates, as shown above. These are being
widely used by schools all over the country
and other publishers are ordering them in
large quantities. Sample will be gladly
sent upon request. The prices are as follows: 30c per dozen; $2.25 per 100.
Order of the
E. V. PUBLISHING HOUSE
Nappanee, Indiana
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Dedication of Macha Church
E. S. Eyer

The New Church at Macha
f~\ N Saturday, April 6th a large group
^ ^ of Natives and Missionaries gathered
in the new Church for its first service.
By prearrangement we were able to have
each one go to his place without much
trouble or commotion. After all had gathered in there was still room for others.
The dedication service was opened and
conducted by the writer and the following
program was given:
Devotional
Bro. Mann
Song
School girls
The erection of building . . . .
Bro. Eyer
Remarks . . .
The two deacons
Song
School girls
Dedicatory Sermon and Prayer . . . .
Bro. Brubaker
Dedicatory Song
Congregation
Benediction
Bro. Brubaker
Our hearts were filled with praises of
thanksgiving as we were in the Church
and we realized it was truly built and
ready for dedication. We had been so
crowded in the old building; and here was
ample room for all.
Many of you folk in the homeland
helped in the building of this building by
your means and prayers. Many words of
thanks were given by the Natives and
Missionaries to all who helped in the
cause. The Natives will not soon forge;
the opening day of the building and its
dedication to the work of God.
After the service we gathered together
all that were interested in the work and
explained to them the need of additional
church furniture; and explained to them

that we had been short of money for the
main building. Could you have heard
them respond to the plea given you would
have rejoiced. Within a very short time
every necessary piece of furniture was provided for and some was left to be applied
on the building.
I wish to add that
many outsiders helped including heathen
men and backsliders. It was truly touching. In all more than $125.00 was given
by the natives. This is the second time
that they have given.
Since we have more room in which to
worship, our prayer is that we give God
more room in our lives to dwell. May we
again thank you in behalf of the Native
Church for your help in erecting this house
of God. Will you continue to pray for
us? Our battles are not all won.
Believing our readers will be interested in
the personal letter accompanying the above
article, we pass it on.—Editor.

Choma, N. RHODESIA
May 29, 1940
Dear Bro. Stump:
I have enclosed an article which tells of
the dedication service of the New Church
at Macha. You will note that the service
took place some time ago. I am very sorry
that I have been so late getting it to
you. I was held up several weeks trying
to secure a picture which would do justice
to the building. Even now we are not
satisfied. It is very difficult to get one
because when we do take some and then
have to send them so far for developing
it all takes a great deal of time.
This finds us in our holiday time of the
schools. On Friday the village schools
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closed, thus making a complete holiday for
all our schools. Village schools open
'again in two weeks time. Then in August
the station school opens. While there is
a holiday time for the schools the other
work must go on just the same. Last
year we started a large school building
which is larger in size than the Church,
that is, it covers more space. We did not
get it finished and so are very busy on it
just now. We are hoping to get most of it
done by school time in August.
The people are very busy in their fields
harvesting. They have very good crops
this year. We should be able to get
the offerings in very easy this year. Ons
thing against us is that the cost of different
things has gone up very much. This brings
a burden on the people as well as us.
Yes, when we think of the trouble - that
is raging in Europe our hearts are made
sad. Surely we have lived long enough
and had the light of the Gospel long
enough that we should know how to live
in peace. I think we as Christian people
should live so that it will become a real
rebuke to the world. Perhaps some of
the churches have been too lax in bringing their message to the people. However,
I am sure that each one of us needs to
draw close to the Lord in these days.
Truly the coming of the Lord cannot be
far in the distance.
War conditions have not as yet brought
any hardships on us except that prices
have risen. God has truly been with us.
May you in the homeland continue to pray
for us that God will help and protect
us.
I trust that you are keeping well and
enjoying your work. We do enjoy your
articles very much from time to time. May
God continue to bless you in your work.
With kind regards, Sincerely,
E. S. Eyer

A Letter from Returned
Missionaries
T T is with deep gratitude and praise to
•*• our Heavenly Father that we are again
Dear Friends of the Evangelical Visitor:
permitted to be in our native land of
America. God heard and answered the
many prayers which were offered that a
safe voyage would be granted to us during these perilous days. It was indeed
very remarkable the way the Lord went
before and prepared the way. It was not
without some difficulties, disappointments,
and deep concern that our journey home
was planned, but through it all the never
failing promises of God were fulfilled.
For several weeks we were trying to
obtain accommodations on the AmericaSouth African Line but all berths were
booked up until the end of the year. Bro.
Brubaker then enquired from other boat
companies and finally we were granted

•
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accommodations on the M. S j / ' T a w a l i" a
Dutch boat due to sail from Capetown
May 17.
Final preparations were made and we
were about to leave home (some of our
luggage had already been sent to Bulawayo) when word was received that Holland had been invaded by the Germans.
We thought that after all perhaps our time
for going home had not yet come and that
this was a hindrance. Since the "Tawali"
was a Dutch boat it seemed very probable
that she would be held at Capetown. This
explains the announcement made at Con
ference that our sailing would be postponed indefinitely). However within a few
days word was received from Capetown
that the boat would proceed to U. S. A. as
previously arranged. We therefore left our
Mission home just three days later than
had been first arranged. God gave very
assuring promises which helped us to be
restful and confident in His leadings. Just
one experience will show how graciously
He gives His children rest! It was our last
morning at Mtshabezi and we had gathered
as usual for morning worship. Sister Frey
asked for a choice of a hymn and just
as she did so she opened the hymn book
to 364. It was new to us but she said
"that looks good, shall we try it."
That hymn proved to be a source of
great blessing to us. The second verse
especially was a token of God's love and
care. I quote it here:
Though the sea be deep and wide,
Though a passage seem denied;
Fearless let us still proceed.
Since the Lord vouchsafe to lead.
The "Tawali" was late in arriving at

Gods and Goddesses
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Capetown due to heavy seas, and because
of a detour which was necessary to avoid
"mines" which were discovered off the
east coast of Africa. This delay was an
advantage to us for it gave us a few days
with Mabel Frey who was in Capetown
for her three month holiday. Sister Frey
was especially glad to have that time with
Mabel before leaving her for so long a
time.
We were taken on board the boat Tuesday evening May 23, expecting to sail
early Wednesday morning. We did leave
th^ docks on Wednesday morning, but
pulled out in the bay only and there cast
anchor. We were told that they need to
take on provisions since so many more
passengers were taken on board. However the provisions were received and still
we waited. We then learned there was .
trouble among the crew. Before the boat
reached Capetown it was discovered that
the 4th officer was a Nazi sympathizer. The
crew was much disturbed and refused to
go farther if the officer remained on board.
After much discussion between the captain
and the crew and the officials at Capetown this offending officer was taken by
the police, and we then left Capetown
about 9:30 in the evening.
From the time we left Capetown until
we reached New York we had delightful
weather. Sister Frey and I were both
good sailors. We were told many times
that we could expect rough sea or fog
but neither was seen. The captain said
that it was one of the calmest voyages he
had ever made at that time of the year.
We do thank God.
The passengers, which numbered fourteen, were a very congenial group. Seven
of the number were Christians. Each day

in many homes the women make thousands
of small clay representations of him for
A S one reads the Roman letter, first daily worship throughout the year. Space
* * chapter, and looks about him in India, does not permit the relating of the numerous legends and practices connected with
it can be easily understood what Paul
means. Having lost the knowledge of the the worship of Mahadeo.
Taradevi is a female deity revered in
true God, the inner urge of man's soul is
sought to be quieted by substitutions that worship by the offering
represent the whole gamut of human pas- of narcotics and intoxiHer principal
sions and experiences. These substitutions cants.
can never be elevating, but rather, arising shrine near us is said to
Other
as they do in the conceptions of minds be immovable.
which are alienated from God, they can do female deities are Durnothing but add to the momentum of de- ga or Kali; Saraswati,
generation set up by man in his first acts the goddess of learning;
Bhagavati, the goddess
of disobedience to God.
The principal deity honored in Tirhut of small pox; Bish-hari
is Mahadeo, a phase of the God Shiva. Mai, the goddess of poiThis deity, represented by a sugar loaf sons. The devotees of
Bhagavati practice dishaped stone usually set in a square depression in the floor of the shrine, is but vination and exorcising
a modern version of ancient phallic wor- of spirits. During their
worship
they
ship, in which the natural powers and actual
means of procreation are elevated to a work up an ecstatic state
position of deity. This is the only god j>{ mind, and_ actually
which can be worshipped by women, and talk in much the""s«
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we gathered for an hour of Bible study
and prayer, and each Sunday we had a
service. These services were the first ever
held on the "Tawali", and the first that
the Captain had attended for thirty-four
years. We trust that the seed which was
sown will bear fruit unto everlasting life.
The hearts of many of the crew were especially tender at this time because of
their troubles. When they left home their
dear ones were safe, but before they had
gone far from their native land it was invaded and they knew not the fate of their
loved ones and their homes. We tried to
be a help and comfort to them. It was sad
to learn that few of them knew anything
about the comfort of the Lord Jesus.
Now that we are again with our dear
ones in the U. S. A. we ask an interest
in your prayers that our lives may be
guided by Him who has brought us safely
home. We do thank all who have been
so very kind to us and who have already
made the few weeks we have been in the
homeland a delightful time.
It was indeed a great disappointment
when we heard that no br«kwas permitted
to go to Africa at this time. All along
the way we were wondering if we might be
passing some who were on their way to the
field which we had left. God knows and
sees the need so let us pray that some
may soon be permitted to go. Pray for
those who are left to carry on the work.
Yours very sincerely, E. M. Frey and
M. M. Kauffman.
"For ever, 0 Lord, thy word is settled
in heaven.
"Thy faithfulness is unto all generations; thou hast established the earth, and
it abideth." (Psalms 119:89-90).

way as a lot of the modern "tongues" people talk. The devotees of Bish-hari Mai
practice incantations for the curing of
snake-bite. At her shrine hundreds of goats
are sacrificed at an annual festival. Lakshmi
the goddess of fortune is of course highly
(Continued on page 272)
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stiff hat. Under his right arm he carried
a long wooden box.
Slowly and silently he walked to the
bar. "A stiff drink," I heard him order.
I could not but pity the poor fellow. A
strong" whisky was set before him. Eagerly he seized the glass and began to convey
it to his lips. But before he had brought
it that far, he let it slip, and with a crash
it fell to the floor and broke into slivers.
"Never, no, never again will I touch the
accursed stuff. I've said it, and I mean
it, so help me God."
The attention of all was now directed
toward the tramp. "Who are you, anyw a y ? " said the clerk.
"I am 'drunken Jim,' or at least was,
but tonight I am a preacher and am going
to preach my farewell sermon."
"But the barroom is no place for a
sermon. Besides you look more like an
escaped jailbird than a preacher," said
the clerk.
"I don't care what you do or say, but
I am going to preach my first and last
sermon here tonight." He said this quite
emphatically and stamped with his foot
on the floor. Then he crossed to the other
side of the room, away from the bar.
"I don't care who you are, but you are
not going to disturb our peace any longer.
You came in here and ordered a drink and
did not pay for it, you broke the glass, and
now you want to annoy us further," cried
the clerk.
Drunken Jim paid no attention to him.
" I look old," he said, "but I am not yet
thirty-five."
"No one cares for the story of an old
tramp," cried the infuriated clerk. "Get
out of here."
But in the meantime* I had gone to the
clerk and whispered in his ear, "Let him
go ahead. I'll pay for the broken glass.
The man can't do us any harm. If he is insane there are enough of us to handle him,
and if not, his story may be worth hear
ing."
This quieted the clerk, and in a milder
tone he said, "Well, since this gentleman
has offered to pay for the broken glass,
I'll let you stay as long as I have customers, but since you have no money you
can't spend the night here."
With a grateful look Jim glanced at
me and said, " I thank you, sir. You see.
I must speak tonight and this is the only
place I can find."
"See," he went on, "I've not been a
common tramp all my life. I have led this
dog's life just ten years now. I once had
a rich father and a good mother. They
did their best to bring me up right. They
sent me to school, and since I had some
taste for music, educated me in that art.

But I had joined a church and intended
to become a preacher. When my father
heard this he was very angry and threatened to disinherit me. So I gave up the
whole thing.
"I went to a large Easten city to study
music. The school was good and I learned
rapidly, but I also learned to drink. That
is where I drank my first glass of whisky,
and oh, how I wish that that had been
the last also."
For a few moments he sobbed like a
child. Then he continued:
"Before I could graduate I was expelled
from school for drunkenness. I was afraid
to go home, so I stayed in the city. I
could play the violin quite well by this
time and earned a good deal of money
ry playing at social affairs. But all the
money I could have saved was carried to
the barroom.
"One day I received a telegram. It
asked me to come home at once. Since
I had no money I traveled as a 'blind'
passenger all the way to my home in Eastern Ohio. Mother was dead. I arrived
just in time for the funeral. Father had
been speculating with his money, and had
lost. Hoping by desperate efforts to,regain what he had lost, he finally staked
his all—and lost it all. The blow had
caused mother's death. Sorrow and shame
rested heavily upon father, and in a few
weeks he was also carried to his grave.
"For a little while it seemed as if these
incidents would cause a change in my life,
but scarcely two months had passed before
I was worse than ever. Some kind-hearted
neighbors took me in, but I behaved so
badly and made no attempt to better myself that they soon despaired and let me
go. It was then I received my nickname.
Children on the street would cry out when
they saw me going by, 'There goes Drunken Jim.'
" I had saved nothing but my violin,
With it I walked through the world. I
played on streets and in saloons, and always got a little money and something to
drink. All the time I sank deeper and
deeper. I have been in. nearly every state
in the union. I have eaten most anything,
slept out of doors often—and I believe
that is what is carrying me off rapidly."
His face had turned very pale and I
asked him to rest for a little while. When
he wanted to refuse I ordered a hot cup
of coffee for him. No one said a word
while he drank. When he had finished
he resumed his story:
"I didn't care what happened to me.
But a week ago last night I went into
a small country church to warm myself.
They were holding some revival meetings. The singing, praying and preaching reminded me so much of my boyhood,
and of my ambition to become a preacher
once. But I felt there was no hope for me
now. However, there was something the
preacher said which I could not forget.

OUR YOUNG PEOPLE
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The Tramp's Story
John Caldwell

Thiessen

T was a day in early spring, and cold
and wet and dreary. A sharp wind
was blowing over the open prairies. Whenever the train stopped at one of the few
isolated stations and the door in the car
was opened, a cold gust of wind entered
which made all of us shiver. At about
seven o'clock we arrived at the little station
called Horseshoe Bend. This was my destination for I had some important business
to transact here for an Eastern firm.
I was the only one who left the train
at this station. The ticket agent and a
few others stood on the station platform
when I got off. A few oil lamps hung
around the platform, and in the distance
shone the faint light of another lamp.
"Where can I find the hotel?" I inquired
of one of the men. He pointed in the direction of the distant light. There was no
other light visible, and as I made my way
towards it several times I came very near
falling into a muddy ditch which ran along
the side of the dirt street. At last I reached the hotel. It was a two story frame
building, built in a square. The light I
had seen came from the barroom, which
also served as hotel office at the same time.
Several men stood at the bar drinking as
I entered. They nodded a "Good Evening" to me as I approached the clerk.
There was nothing about the place
was inviting, but since it was the
place where one. could find lodging, I
istered. Supper was already past,
there were enough left overs to serve
good meal for me.

that
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Since I preferred some kind of company
to utter solitude, I went back to the bar
after I had finished my meal. The men
were still there, and were still drinking.
I sat down and began to talk with the
clerk. Suddenly we heard a loud knocking at the door, and almost at the same
time the door opened. A most disreputable looking human being entered. His
face plainly revealed the lines of hunger
and abuse. His clothes were nothing more
than rags. On the left side his coat had
lost most of the cloth covering and exposed to full view the sack interior. Both
sleeves had been torn out at the shoulder.
One leg of his trousers was ripped nearly
to the knee. His shoes were little more
than, sandals, for the shoe strings had to
be tied around the ankles to keep the
shoes from slipping off his feet. His
shaggy hair and unkempt beard gave him
the appearance of a wild man. On top
of his long hair sat the rim of an old
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He said, 'Him that cometh to Me I will in
no wise cast out,' said Jesus. So come
to Him just as you are, and He will receive
you, and He will not be ashamed of you.
"Gentlemen, those were words that I
could not forget. They burned in me
wherever I went. I drank more whisky,
but those words would not leave me. I
always thought, 'He has no use for poor
old Drunken Jim.' But the preacher said,
'He will not be ashamed of you.'
"I walked all day today without anything to eat, but this afternoon, after I
had tried so long to forget those words, I
said to myself, 'Well, I am going to try
it and see if He will not be ashamed of
me'."
He was quiet for a moment and then
added emphatically, "And, gentlemen, He
isn't ashamed of me. It doesn't make any
difference how I look, or what you think
of me, He isn't ashamed of me. I came in
here tonight, cold and hungry, and before
I knew it I had ordered a strong drink.
But God's grace kept me from drinking it,
and He isn't ashamed of me."
"Once more I want to play my violin.
I will soon lay it down forever."
He
opened the box, took out the instrument
and tuned it. No one in the room said a
word. "With this I want to preach my
sermon," he said.
At first he played several popular numbers, but soon the strains of a hymn were
heard, a hymn he had learned as a boy,
"Home, Sweet Home," came next. Never
was it played like that. It brought tears
to all our eyes. Visions of parents, brothers, sisters, friends, loved ones, and of the
old home arose before our spirit's eye.
Now came the wonderful melody of "Silent Night." How the very music impressed the sacredness of the great event of the
Savior's birth. And now he swung beautifully into the music of the "Holy City."
As if borne on the wings of this wonderful
music we were carried aloft until we saw
in spirit that beautiful Heavenly Home.

had followed the example of drunken Jim,
and had come to the Savior of sinners,
and He had not been ashamed of them.
I left the town but learned that a won'derful revival had followed. Men and
women in that entire community, who had
been hardened sinners, had come to Christ
and He had received them all and had not
been ashamed of them. And so it happened that this place, which had an evil
reputation for drinking and gambling* and
all manner of evil, became a quiet, orderly
Christian community through a tramp's
story.—Selected.

The piece was ended. The last sound
had died away. The player leaned forward and fell heavily to the floor. We
hurried to his side and found that he had
fainted. We carried him to a bed and did
our best to resuscitate him. Just once did
he open his eyes. "Thank God," he said,
"I have preached my sermon. This hotel
cle:k is the man who gave me my first
drink
»<Msky when I was a student of
music." His eyes closed never to open
again to this world! His spirit had flown.
My business kept me in that town for
nearly a week. So it happened that I
was present at the funeral. I have never
attended any like it. We who had heard
the tramp's story that night served as pallbearers, and instead of having a funeral
sermon, I had been asked to repeat his
story. When I had finished the hotel
clerk and the other pallbearers got up
one after the other and told how they
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He Draws Us Back
Carrie E. Amerson
I NE evening as I was milking, my sister
sat near me, playing with two kittens,
Ginger and Pepper. Suddenly Ginger jumped
and ran under the cows. One of her sisters
had been killed by one of the cows, and my
sister, fearing lest the same fate befall
Ginger, quickly caught her and brought her
back.
She played with them for another moment, and again Ginger jumped away. My
sister reached out, picked up the kitten, and
said, "There, Ginger, I've brought you back
to me once more."
Instantly another picture flashed into my
mind. How often we, like willful, if playful,
kittens run away from the One who is
stronger than we, and knows the danger
which lies in the direction toward which we
run. But the kind Savior, who cares so
much for our safety, always draws us
back to Himself.
It grieves His heart when we run away
from Him. Let us stay close to Him always.—Selected.

'Fulton's Folly'
Arthur L. Hicklin

M

ANY years ago, in Pennsylvania, lived
a man who began experimenting with
the novel idea that a steam engine could
propel a boat. He could not afford to
finance his models.
In New York, he met Livingston, who,
too, was interested in steam navigation; but
more important to Fulton, he had the money
to back the enterprise. Models were built
and improved. At last the successful model!
Only the actual ship remained to be built.
Space was rented and materials bought.
Work progressed rapidly! Fulton and Livingston were very jubilant over their project.
Many people came to watch the construction of "Fulton's Folly." The idea was
ridiculous! Who had ever heard of a steamboat? It could not work! Or so they
thought! In spite of their remarks and
ridicule, Fulton worked harder than ever.
The day came! The ship that was to
revolutionize shipping was completed. Mobs
, lined the shores waiting to see Fulton make
a fool of himself. Many were the spoken
words of doubt as the ship slid slowly into
the water. Suddenly, huge volumes of black
smoke and red sparks poured from the
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stack. Then, with paddle wheels churning,
engine puffing and groaning, the Clermont
«teamed up the Hudson River. "Hurrah!
Hurrah!" cried the excited people; they
cheered and whistled.
After the trial run, the Clermont plied a
regular route between Albany and New
York, making the trip of one hundred fifty
miles in less than forty hours. Four years
later the Savannah crossed the Atlantic
ocean, making the steamboat a reality.
"Fulton's Folly" had become "Fulton's
Gift."—Our Boys and Girls.
The Call to Service. When Dr. Duff, a
white-haired veteran, was pleading for India in the General Assembly Hall in Edinburgh, he fainted in the middle of his address, and they bore him to the vestry unconscious. In a little while he recovered
and begged to be taken back. "You will die
if you do,'" they said. "I'll die," he answered, "if I don't. I must go on and ask
the young men of Scotland if there is nobody left but me to go back and tell the
millions of India of the love of Jesus."
The Christian's horizon ought to be absolutely boundless: we are to "abound unto
every good work"; every throb in the heart
of God ought to be a throb in mine; every
interest that absorbs God ought to absorb
me. In the imperishable words of Augustine: "I take a whole Christ for my Saviour;
I take a whole Bible for my Staff; I take the
whole Church for my fellowship; and I take
the whole world for my parish."—Pentecostal Evangel.

"The "Giving" Christ
The sun beat down on the village,
And in at the open door:
But the Carpenter's hands were busy,
For the Carpenter's folk were poor.
The sweat was bright on His forehead,
As He cut and planed each length;
For, to feed and to clothe His dear ones,
The Carpenter gave His strength.
The Carpenter stood in the city,
And the helpless about Him lay:
The lame man shouted for fleetness;
The blind man sobbed for the day.
And healing flowed from His fingers;
At His touch the weak grew brave:
For, to heal and to help the helpless,
His "virtue" the Carpenter gave.
On a little hill, Golgotha,
Men set the cruel Tree;
And crucified the Carpenter
For all the world to see.
They tore His sacred body
With thorn, and nail, and knife:
For, to save the life of the world,
The Carpenter gave His life.—Selected.

How Long Shall I Give?
"Go break to the needy sweet charity's
bread:
For giving is living," the angel said.
"And must I be giving again and again?
My peevish and pitiless answer ran.
"Oh, no," said the angel, piercing me
through,
"Just give till the Master stops giving to
you."
—Sel. by Mrs. J. C. H.
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Gods and Goddesses
(Continued from page 269)
honored and given a special festival of
lights once a year.
Then there are Ganesh, the god worshipped by business men; Baidyanath, the god
of healing, and Ram and Krishna, popular
deities everywhere in Tirhut. The latter
is shown in practicing licentiousness and
kindred sins, not too obnoxious to many
of his followers. On the doorways to
many shops one can see the names of a
dozen different gods and goddesses, to
whom are ascribed honor and privilege,
and to whom are addressed prayers for
safety, and success in business.
In the worship of these and other deities
singing parties offtimes spend nearly the
whole night in drumming, and singing
their praises. Thousands of money is
spent in their offerings and at special seasons the trains are crowded to suffocation
with the peasantry traveling to the Ganges
or their relatives' homes, or some big religious fair, for the special religious festivities of the moment.
It is astonishing how college graduates
can apparently enter whole heartedly into
these forms of worship; and yet one wonders whether down in their hearts there is
not a presentiment of futility and disappointment.
How glorious to know that man is not
dependent on symbols and representations
of his own depraved nature, to lift him
from the morass of sin into which he is
sunk and still sinking, but that one may
see the light of the glory of God in the
face of Jesus Christ. Who else has said, ''I
am the light of the world," with the evidences and authority that Christ has revealed?
As men and boys, and sometimes women, crowd into our church and see and
hear the simplicity and directness of our
worship of God, and hear the news that
our approach is through Him who came
down from heaven to lift us up and save us
from our sins and ourselves, we have no
doubt but that the contrast, so evident to
them, must appeal to their hearts. As you
and we keep the vision of the innocent,
pure, noble, crucified, risen and glorified
Christ, alive in our hearts and active in our
lives, men and women are bound to respond
to the appeal of Him who loved the world
of sinful men even unto death. Let us not
relax in our united efforts to bring this
vision before the people of Tirhut, that
it may captivate them, as it did us, leading
captivity captive. Your prayers and gifts
will help bring this about in fuller and
more abundant measure.

Some One Had Prayed
Today was long, the burden I had borne
Seemed heavier than I could bear,
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And then it lifted—but I did not know
Some one had knelt in prayer.
Had taken me to God that very hour,
And asked the easing of the load, and He,
In infinite compassion, had stooped down
And taken it from me.
We cannot tell how often as we pray
For some bewildered one, hurt a n d distressed,
The answer comes—but many times those
hearts

August 12, 1940
Find sudden peace and rest,
Sone one had prayed, and Faith, a reaching
hand,
Took hold of God, and brought Him down
that day
So many, many hearts have need of prayer,
O, let us pray.
—Sel. by Mrs. J. C. H.
When you have read the Visitor, Please
pass it on! Help us to do good by getting
New Subscribers!

BEAUTIFUL PERMASTONE
For AH the Year

PLAQUES

Blessings Without Number

Permastone Plagues bear that extra something, the touch of sculptor and artist which makes
them distinctive. They stand unique in that they have the quality of actual depth because
their originals are hand carved! Permastone is a specially processed composition. Each
bears that "hand created" appearance
impossible to duplicate with the printing press or mechanical device. Finished
in oil paints.
All are finished in artistically blended colors. They must be
seen to be appreciated.
A Beautiful Expression of an Immortal Hope. Colors: Antique Brown with
leaves in green. No. H-101. Size 19% x
10 inches.
PRICE $7.50

No. F-102 11% x 8 inches
Colors: Antique - Brown and
Black Letters
PRICE $2.00

No. E-I04
No. E.105
Size: 5% x 6Vt inches.
In Colors.
PRICE $1.00 Ea.

J>rt/Uljjttffij
No. D-lOl
5 x 5% inches.
PRICE 75o Ea.

No. F-105 8%" Diam.
No. F-104 11% x S inches.
Colors: Background in Colors: Antique - B r o w n and
Antique - B r o w n or
Black Letters.
PRICE $1.75
PRICE $2.00

No. D-106
No. D-105 1
No. F-106 8%" Diam.
Colors: Background in Size: 4% x 6% Size: 3% x 6 ,
inches.
inches.
Antique-Brown or Green.
In Colors.
PRICE $1.50
PRICE 75c Ea.

,."; jfrayer %. "g
%fr Changes \
• •'- -K .thing:
No. D-104
No. D-103
Size: 6 x 3 % inches.
PRICE 75c Ea.

No. D-107
4% x 7 inches.
PRICE 75o Ea.

All Permastone Plaques are Packed in a Beautiful Gift Box.
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